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news
eric ehrens to music legs

Eric Ehrens, formerly of DG Brands and
Dreamgirl, has been named president of
sales for Sky Hosiery-Music Legs. He started in the position at the beginning of the
year.
Ehrens had also previously served as the
original executive director of the Altitude
Intimates trade show in 2016 and 2017.
“It’s an honor to work with Joseph Tok and
his team at Music Legs to build a stronger
company for 2018 and beyond, in hosiery,
lingerie and costume sales,” he declared. One
of his first assignments was presenting the
company’s collections at the Halloween

Party and Expo show in New Orleans in
mid January. In April Ehrens will assist in
the presentation of Music Legs’ 2018 lingerie
and hosiery collections at the Altitude show
at the Paris Hotel in Las Vegas.
Contact Ehrens at his East Coast office at
631-446-4666 or by email at EEhrens@
EricEhrens.com or Eric@musiclegs.com.
The company’s West Coast office can be
contacted at 626-588-2633 or by fax at 626588-2643.

fitatti: new shapewear

Fitatti, a new shaping and slimming apparel
label, based out of Los Angeles, has just
launched!
All products will be exclusively available in
participating retail stores and not sold through
any internet retailers or department stores.

360° PERFECTION

®

Comfort
Curves &
Confidence
Call for a Sample

877-360-8426
www.shapeez.com
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Fitatti is designed to address the consumer’s desire for comfortable compression
wear, and also specialty retailers’ critical
need to partner with brands allowing them
to thrive.
“Shapewear is generally uncomfortable,
constrictive, unattractive and difficult to
wear,” began Paul, Fitatti’s owner, and a Los
Angeles-based seamless producer, with
decades of experience making apparel in his
own factory. “Most shaping garments do not
take into account just how many different
body types there are out there.”
“Fitatti, which borrows letters from the
phrase, ‘FIT All The TIme,’ provides for a
multitude of sizes and body types to ensure a
great fit for consumers.”
Fashion Slimmer© is Fitatti’s innovative
seamless knitwear technology, integrating
various rib patterns throughout each garment to achieve different levels of targeted
compression while offering optimal comfort.
Garments are priced :
MSRP
Cami: $45.00
Slip dress: $69.00
Leggings: $79.00
Tank: $49.00
Tube: $40.00
“We are launching with 5 perfect pieces
that every woman wants in her wardrobe.
These include a racerback tank, a tube that is
perfect for layering, a cami with adjustable
straps, a dress that can be worn as a slip, and
the perfect legging. The top pieces are all
meant to be worn alone or as a layering
piece. We will continue to add newness as
well as new colors to keep up with the
demand.”
Meanwhile, as many specialty retailer owners know, a desperate need has arisen to fill
their racks with brands that encourage shoppers to return to their stores to buy again,
rather than the same labels at discounted
prices online or at a local department store.
“Fitatti is a fashionable and stylish shapewear line, designed to be shown, fitted and
sold by specialty retailers. When a consumer
wants more Fitatti they will need to return to
the store that originally fitted them. This is
important because it increases foot traffic,
(Continued on page 8)
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and allows for personalized fit service, if needed,” said Paul.
To further support specialty retailers, Fitatti has designed a
unique “no minimum order quantity, no inventory wholesale program.” What that means is that retailers are supplied with an array of
styles in the various sample sizes with which to fit consumers. The
company will then ship the order direct to the customer. Of course,
retailers that choose to, can maintain a large inventory at their own
shops, but Fitatti prefers no inventory for all retail stores.
Another innovation is the company’s “Product/Design Crowd
Sourcing Program” which incorporates customer designs emblazoned with their own label: “Fitatti by Jane Smith.” Other advantages for specialty retailers are that they can order product online, on
a special wholesale-only web portal, and all the designs are made in
Los Angeles.
“We are currently setting up a network of stores across the country
that are introducing Fitatti to their customers. We are building a
small army of retail partners to launch Fitatti,” said Paul. “We know
the value of these partners and will remain committed to their lasting success. We will do everything we can to support their success.”
Behind the launch is Paul himself, who has been producing
seamless garments for many of the
most well-known and fashionable
retailers. “Fitatti is a new wholesale web-based platform, but we
are old in the sense that we are
keeping U.S. made value. We
have been meeting the needs of
the most demanding retailers and
consumers with our products
since 2003. And our vertical production facility based in Los
Angeles means we can ship as
soon as the order comes in.”
For more information on Fitatti
products and the retailer network
contact Nicole Weaver, Design
Coordinator, at nicole@fitatti.
com or visit our website at www.
fitatti.com. — Paid program.

Montelle, the large Canadian supplier, has a couple of new product
introductions of interest for fall according to brand director Annette
Smith.
“This season we are very excited to present our new Wire Free Plus
bra,” she told BODY. “Our wire-free bra is one of Montelle’s best
(Continued on page 10)
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The retail price on the Nana bra with pads will
be U.S. $44.00.”
Miel is one of several brands in the Montelle
family, which also include Fleur’t, Lusomé and
HookedUp Shapewear. Contact Smith at
annette@montelle.ca. — NM

(Continued from page 8)

selling items – now she gets a big sister! This
bra will be offered in 32-38 bands and D-G
cups.”
Some of the distinctive features of the bra
velvette returns to u.s.
are the “Crisscross design [that] keeps the
“I created my brand in 2012, and I’m back in the
natural position and shape of the bust.” It
U.S. market,” explained the owner and designer
uses “our best foam cup quality with four-way
behind Velvette lingerie, referring to her upcomstretch that adapts to your body,” and “the
ing exhibition at the Curve show in New York.
power mesh neckline gives an illusion of a
“I like the energy here.”
sexy wire free, while still providing the great
Paris-based Velvette da Silva, who goes by her
support you need.”
first name, had previously experimented with a
“This great new style has all the Montelle
small New York show in the years following the
Essentials features you have come to love,”
launch of her line, and then returned to the
Smith continued. “Comfort U shape back;
Curve show last August after an absence from
www.patricecatanzaroofficial.com
Quick Delivery – Door To Door Prices
strap widths and hook-and-eye columns
U.S. exhibitions in 2015 and 2016. She is hoping
From XS to 4XL / Made to order
increase with size; ultra-soft elastics. Pair it
to connect with more “concept stores, departwith our brand new high waist brief for the perfect set.”
ment stores” this February.
“The retail price on the Wire Free Plus will be U.S. $52.00 and the
Velvette told BODY she originally created her line because “I
panty will be U.S. $18.00.”
didn’t really find any lingerie for me. Too much sexy, not so modern.
Also new for fall is the “Nana bra by Miel with removable pads. So I decide to work in a lingerie line, but a lingerie that a woman
Many of our stores have been requesting this feature – and here it is!
(Continued on page 12)
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Velvette herself will be at the
upcoming New York show and can
be contacted at info@velvette.fr. —
NM

(Continued from page 10)

wants to wear for her, like she
[would] choose a jewel, or a perfume. Comfortable lingerie.” The
designer has previous design experience in apparel and childrenswear,
and worked for such firms as Celine,
Vanessa Bruno and John Galliano.
Velvette described her collection
as “delicate lingerie,” with “soft bras
and panties” and “sets with underwire.” There is “a French touch”
with feminine styling and embroideries. “Fabrics are like second skin,
really soft.” The U.S. retail price for
a set is “around” $120.
Examples of North American
stores that are already selling
Velvette include Giorgia in Tribeca,
Azaleas in Manhattan, Room no. 3
in Minnesota, Christy Love in Nashville
and Amour in Canada.
The designer has previously exhibited at
the Eurovet show in Paris, and added that,

12
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texco: supplier of year

for her, “the French touch is really appreciated,” in the U.S. “And also, it’s more efficient in the U.S. You get orders, during the
show. Networking is also really interesting
there. In Paris, it’s more quiet “wise.”

Texco, a leading global manufacturer
of hook and eye tape, will be named a
“Supplier of the Year” at the upcoming 2018 Femmy Awards gala on
February 6.
The company delivers a full range of
products and services for the intimate
apparel industry and is one of five to
be honored at the Underfashion
Club’s annual event. Texco group
chairman, Tommy Fung, will accept
the award.
“Mr. Fung extends his congratulations to the other honorees and to the
Underfashion Club, which is celebrating its 60th anniversary,” the company declared. “He credits his team
for their commitment to quality and service
and is grateful for exceptional customers
(Continued on page 13)
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whose loyalty and support over the years has
helped position Texco for this honor.”

changewear

Changewear is a patented new lingerie concept which allows women to quickly alter
the look of their bra with changeable colored
cup inserts and bra straps. The bras are
made of special lace through which the various colors can be seen.
“With the market demanding change in
personal apparel, adaptability and something unique, Changewear introduced their
first products in 2017 to offer women fashion
forward styling with comfortable change,”
according to Michelle Judson the CEO and
inventor. “The Changewear bra also
addresses the needs of women wearing prosthetics.”
“Not only do women seek foundations that
fit and support, but also they want function
and fashion. Changewear patented products

change the color and look of your bra to create new fashions.”
The collection offers full support wire bras,
structured support wire-free bras, and light
support bras for 32-44 band sizes and A-G
cups. With the company’s Colorfils kits, “you
can now customize the color and style to suit
you, and create unique fashion all in one bra!
Changing your style is easy; simply switch
the color of the Colorfils bra cup pads out of
the bra pocket to change the color, and
change out the color detachable bra straps to
start designing your own style!”
The bras themselves are available in “delicate pink, white, nude, ebony, and black.
Changewear is all-inclusive to skin types,”
according to Judson. “Colorfils kits release
new colors every three months staying current and ahead of fashion trends.
Changewear bras and Colorfils allow for
repeat purchasing.”
Matching panty sets are also available in
bikini, hipster, and thong styles in sizes from
XS to 4XL.”
According to the designer, “Changewear
bras can be worn under mesh body suits to
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add pops of color changing the look of a garment. Changewear loves to be seen! This is
not just for wearing as an undergarment.
The Colorfils pads offer great coverage for
nipple issues, and offer additional support
and shaping,” and the “patented pocket cup
allows the product to be worn with silicone
inserts or prosthetic breasts.”
“The Changewear bra is able to function as
a nursing bra due to the detachable straps
allowing for ease and discreet nursing. Wire
free comfort that supports and adjusts as
breasts change during nursing.”
The bras come to stores “packaged in clear
cellophane bags on black logo hangers.” The
Colorfils kits include “dual colored cups in
shocking pink and white with two sets of
matching color straps. Colorfils are sold
with an organza bag for storage and bra
care” and also come with a “style guide showing customers how to style and wear the
Colorfils accessories.”
Judson noted that consumers will “return
frequently to purchase additional Colorfils
kits in new seasonal and fashion colors. This
(Continued on page 14)
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exceeding our shared vision
and mission.” Contact the
company at 503-777-2159 or
michelle@changewear.com.

(Continued from page 13)

adds additional revenue in an accessory category with additional ROI for boutiques
while reducing the inventory of unsold bras
in fashion colors.”
The designer stated her mission is to
“Create innovative fashion-forward lingerie
for women all around the world. We believe
in exceeding our consumers expectations by
providing quality, supportive and trend setting lingerie with excellent customer service,
and we achieve this through strong, quality
partnerships for success in meeting and

14
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Parfait’s new promotional
campaign explores the
meaning of the words “perfect figure” from the perspective of six women, all with
different body types.
“With the New Year
brings new resolutions to
conquer, and for many that
means changing their body
in some way to “fit in” to
societal norms,” explained a
company spokesperson.
“But what does it mean to
“fit in” and what exactly is a “perfect figure?””
The company “posed the question to six
inspiring women of varying backgrounds,
abilities and body types, all redefining what
it means to have a #PerfectFigure. The
resulting campaign showcases these women
through an empowering
series of photos and short
films, all bravely baring
body and soul while breaking down barriers and challenging
conventional
thought. #PerfectFigure
launches this month and
will live online at www.parfaitlingerie.com as well as
through
the
brand’s
Facebook page, Instagram
account and further social
media channels.”
“To me, having a “perfect
figure” means just being
comfortable, 100% comfortable. Doing whatever it is
you like, whoever it is you
are. If there are things you want to improve
on, do it. But not to be anyone else’s type of
perfect. You only need to be the type of perfect
that YOU are happy with and want to be!”
stated Tanesha Brown, also known as Vitiligo
Queen and #PerfectFigure advocate.
The six women in the campaign’s photo

series are seen “baring all
from petite to curvy, stretch
marks to vitiligo, differently
abled to differently identifying,” according to the company. “Journalist and fashion
blogger Amy Stretten is
mixed race Native American
from the Chickahominy tribe
of Virginia; Tanesha Brown
(a.k.a. Vitiligo Queen) is a
mother, makeup artist and
motivational speaker living
with vitiligo; Candice Kelly is
a plus-size model, blogger
and advocate; Tatiana A. Lee
is an actor, model and lifestyle blogger living with spina
bifida; Kelsey Rose is a mommodel-entrepreneur living
with vitiligo; and Gloria is a vegan mommodel proudly navigating the modeling
industry with visible stretch marks. The campaign will follow with a series of short films
further challenging the status quo from body
image to bra fit, through intimate interviews,
insights and how-to’s.”
“A perfect figure to me has
nothing to do with one’s body
type. Having a “perfect figure”
means loving yourself just as
you are, seeing yourself as
perfect despite what flaws
one may have according to
society.
Being
a
#PerfectFigure in this campaign means sharing my self
love with the world, inspiring
other women to love themselves unconditionally too.” –
Amy Stretten, journalist and
#PerfectFigure advocate.”
According to Parfait, “A
number of dynamic influencer
partnerships will further
amplify the campaign, including collaborations with bionic model @rebekahmarine,
bra fit expert and body image advocate @
hurraykimmay, plus size style blogger @
nerdabouttown and more. A series of selflove sweepstakes and body-positive events
(Continued on page 15)
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will take place throughout the year as well,
encouraging participation and community
through such exciting activations as Curvy
Con in NYC, CurvyGirl Fashion and
Beauty Conference in Chicago and Curve
Fashion Festival in the UK.”

fit fully yours: new bras

Fit Fully Yours has added a new collection
as well as a new color to two existing
groups, according to co-owner Anna
Gladysz.
Veronica (style B2784), the latest collection from the company, is the “perfect bra
designed for full-busted and full figures.
This underwire bra is not only sexy and
extremely comfortable but very supportive.”
Gladysz explained the bra features a three
part construction, adding “the cup panel is
made out of elegant and very feminine
embroidery and the bra comes with fully
adjustable straps with elegant motif.” It is
offered in black in sizes 30-46 C-H; 30-44 I;

30-42 J; 34-38 K-L; 34-36 M. Matching
briefs range in size from S-XXXL.
Fit Fully Yours’ existing Joyce collection
(style B2536) is now available in hot red in
addition to the existing black and caffé colors. “Our great selling collection Joyce is a
gorgeous embroidered bra with full coverage.” It features three part construction
“with underwire cups to lift and round your
bust. Support panels have been added for
sizes G-J to help position breasts toward
front and center.” Gladysz noted the “beautiful new color hot red is very sexy and
sophisticated ideal for upcoming Valentine’s
day. It will definitely give you a great feminine and sexy look. Great under any piece of
clothing.”
Sizes range from 30-44 C-J. Matching
thongs and bikinis range in size from XS –
XXXL.
The hot red color has also been added to
the company’s Maxine collection (style
B1012). Other existing colors include black,
bilberry, dark teal, fawn, mocca, red, violet,
pink, silver stripe. “This bra is designed for
women with heavy breasts. The collection

DAILY NEWS UPDATES AT WWW.BODYMAGAZINE.US

provides not only great support and comfort but also amazing shape and lift. Cups
dip lower at the center so you can still wear
your favorite V-neck outfits without worrying about spill outs. The new color is very
vibrant and fun. It will go great under any
color of clothing but yet not be boring and
doll. Ideal for upcoming Valentine’s Day.
Sizes range from 30-46, D-J. Matching
briefs range in size from S-XXXXXL.
Contact the company at 888-544-6190 x 225
(toll free), anna@ffygarment.com.

new undress code

Undress Code is a new Polish intimates
brand, with a modern look and presentation, that is coming to Curve in New York.
The label has not yet been offered by U.S.
retailers, but has already done “pop-up”
shops in “department stores like Galleries
Lafayette and Printemps,” in Paris, and is
sold in other “prestigious boutiques in
Paris, London, Vienna, Tokyo, Tarifa
(Spain), Shenzhen and Warsaw,” according
to co-owner Izabela Godlewska, who runs
(Continued on page 16)
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the firm with partner Kacper Zielinski.
“The main inspiration for creating a lingerie brand was my experience of working in a
big consulting company which is associated
with a fast pace of life. At that time I started
looking for underwear that would meet my
new expectations, that would be reliable,
comfortable and get me a modern, fashionable feeling. I couldn’t find it, so I decided to
create it. The need also appeared to be a
need of my friends. We didn’t want to wear
sexy lace every day. We wanted something
that matches our styles. After creating first
pieces I discovered that our lingerie is not
just a part of clothing. Wearing it made us
feel a little different, more confident and just
closer to our own selves. This led us to the
values and whole philosophy of the brand.”
“What we’re trying to achieve though,” the
designer continued, “is to empower women to
think about their convenience and believe in
themselves, being pretty enough, smart
enough, educated enough, valuable enough

16
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and show ourselves that we
simply can. On the top of
that, we want our products
to be a symbol of the modern
and entirely fulfilled female,
whom we will gladly support
as a brand, being present
during women initiatives
and supporting women’s
foundations.”
The line includes bras (average U.S. prices are $32 wholesale, $75 suggested retail),
panties (wholesale $24, retail
$55), bodywear (wholesale
$55, retail $130), kimonos
(wholesale $85, retail $200)
and shirts. A link to the collection to be presented at Curve
can be found here: https://www.dropbox.com/
s h / y q 2 d o q o a h h a 6 r g e /
AADihOAKSomEp3eEK-w4j6ALa?dl=0.
Contact Kacper Zielinski, kacper@undresscode.com, +48 793 193 278 for sales information.
In addition to the upcoming Curve show,
the brand, which has only been on the mar-

ket for a year, has exhibited at
the Salon de la Lingerie in
Paris and Dessous London.
Moving forward, “We expect
to find new collaboration
opportunities with department stores and multi brand
boutiques as well as high-premium online platforms.”
“Undress Code was created
for a woman - powerful and
feminine,”
summarized
Godlewska. “For her we created
the
collection
of
EMPOWERING PIECES.
Our products are modern, comfortable and fashionable. The
pieces are perfect both as lingerie and an element of clothing to
wear on daily basis.” — NM

with love expanding

With sales to a dozen brick and mortar
stores in North America and the U.K., and
a growing online following, Carrie Russell
of With Love Lingerie seems on track to
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grow her wholesale business in
2018.
“I’d love to partner with more
boutique lingerie retailers who
offer fashion forward lingerie
and focus on strong bonds with
their clients,” she told BODY.
“I sell fashion lingerie with
attention to integrating current
fashion trends into lingerie.
For example, the cut of our current best selling bodysuit
reflects the 90’s high cut leg as
well as the use of sheer mesh.
Our best selling pieces are our
bralettes, garter belts, panties
and bodysuits. Our suggested
retail prices range is from $30
to $150 USD.” The company is
based in Toronto and “all
design and production is done
in North America.”
Asked what sets her styles
apart she replied, “Our designs
are current and run alongside
current and upcoming fashion
trends as our designer is very
involved in trend analysis. We produce in
house, so we can send out retail orders four
to six weeks after the order is placed and
can provide retailers with
“in the moment” season
pieces as we work on
small capsule collections
throughout the year.”
Russell added, “We
offer two different sides
to our line. We have With
Love: luxury classics
including bridal pieces.”
And there is also “Love
Bites: more risqué style
pieces with edge.”
Another difference, the
designer continued, is
that “Being made in
North America, With
Love can respond to

orders and customer feedback quickly. We
don’t work on a model that has boutique
clients ordering six to eight months in
advance of the season. We work on capsule

collections throughout the year and can
have pieces sent out within four to six weeks
of an order. Also our minimums are low.
Our initial minimum order is
only $300, so we are very
retailer friendly.”
With Love sells on Etsy.com
and “The majority of our online
sales are from the U.S. so a
2018 strategy is to partner with
more U.S.A. based retailers so
our customers can visit brick
and mortar stores to see and
purchase our products. We
aim to partner with retailers
who value North American
made items, that are interested
in having small capsule collections to feature throughout the
year, rather than only during
the spring/summer and fall/

DAILY NEWS UPDATES AT WWW.BODYMAGAZINE.US

winter stock switch over times.”
Russell continued, “I really enjoy the
strong relationships we have with our retail
partners. Often we take feedback from boutiques and [it is] taken into consideration in our upcoming capsule
collections.”
The designer has an extensive
background in the industry, which
began about a dozen years ago. “I
was hired as a designer at a lingerie brand right after graduating
design school. As a junior designer at the firm I traveled to the
Salon de la Lingerie in Paris,” as
well as to shows in “New York
and LA for fabric and trend sourcing. After a few seasons with that
company, I realized there was not
the opportunity for growth in the
department so I moved on to
work with a luxury evening wear
label. I really got a sense of things
like domestic production costs,
pricing, event planning and marketing, as well as how to manage a
team of people. Before launching
my own line, I freelanced as a production manager and brand consultant for budding brands as well
as began teaching fashion design.”
Contact Russell at withlove@withlovelingeriexoxo.com.
She noted, “At this time we don’t have a
U.S. distributor but would be open to chatting with a distributor or independent sales
rep in the U.S.A. if they think With Love
Lingerie would fit in the catalogue of
brands they currently rep.” — NM

escanté: story of romance

Escanté’s latest lingerie fashions can be
found in its new “2018 Story of Romance,
Chapter I Collection.”
The grouping “explores the story of
romance with new fabrics, silhouettes,
queen sizes and Escanté’s amazing color
pallet,” explained Debbie Herrera, president of sales and operations.
“Escanté’s commitment to explore customer needs includes the following: sexy
(Continued on page 18)
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bedroom costumes both hanging and in
box,” as well as “expanding our queen sizes
with sexy new bodies. The company is also
constantly adding new colors, some of
which for this season include ‘Millennial
Blue,’ ‘Lemonade,’ ‘Soft Berry’ and
‘Caribbean Green.’
The 2018 collections also feature “new
fabrics and laces that accentuate a woman’s
curves for comfort and fit.” Contact Herrera
at 800.888.1321 ext. 103 or by email at debbie@escante.net.
Asked what buyers should expect to see at
the Escanté booth at April’s Altitude
Intimates show in Las Vegas, she replied,
“the Story of Romance Chapter I line, of
course, as well as a sneak peek at Chapter
II, focusing on new bodies, fall colors and
holiday styles.” There will also be a sales
drawing for customers and representatives.

pandora’s closet

Pandora’s Closet is a provocative lingerie
and body jewelry collection launched in
2015 by designer Amber “AJ” Knapp.
To date the line has not been sold in
stores, but “I am open to the prospect of
retailers carrying my designs to build mutually beneficial relationships and offer my
designs to a larger customer base,” she told
BODY. “My goal is to offer high-quality
items that amaze my customers through
viable retail channels.”
The designs include a variety of jeweled or
shell shaped breast covers and bras, jeweled
nipple covers (sometimes connected by delicate chains), gem encrusted thongs as well
as intimate apparel suggested by Greek
goddesses or movies such as Mad Max and
Suicide Squad.
“Pandora’s Closet offers unique, sensual
designs that blend lingerie with body jewelry,” explained Knapp. “Inspired by ancient
cultures, strong women, and the stunning
female form, our pieces are ready-to-wear
fantasy. All of our items are crafted to contour to your individual shape and microadjustable for a perfect fit. Each piece is
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handmade in the U.S.”
“I sell bespoke erotic lingerie that mostly
retails between $100 and $200 for a set, with
individual, less-complex, pieces between
$30 and $60,” she added.
Knapp started her “career as a fashion
model. While modeling, I was exposed to
designers from all over the world and was
inspired by their work. I have always been
intrigued by ancient cultures, specifically
ancient Greece and Egypt, and strong
female characters. I wanted my designs to
incorporate all of these aspects as well as be
well-fitting for all of my customers.
Pandora’s Closet was founded as a way to
market my custom designs to a global customer base.”
Knapp can be reached at pandorasclosetdesigns@gmail.com. “I am open to the
prospect of speaking with a distributor or
independent sales rep,” she added.

fiore coming to curve

FiORE is an established Polish hosiery
firm looking to expand into the U.S. market, with plans to exhibit at the upcoming
Curve show in New York.
“We have a modern machinery park,
which produces thousands of products
daily,” one of the owners, Konrad Gernand,
told BODY. “We use carefully selected
Italian yarns, supplied by the world’s most
reputable manufacturers.” The hose has
been made, since the company’s founding in
1998, in Lodz “a city with a long-standing
garment-making tradition.”
Wholesale prices for the basic, “Classic
line” of sheer tights, start at $1.20 and go “up
to $3.57 USD for a special Run Resistant
model. Basic stockings can be purchased
starting from $2 USD up to $7.50 USD for
beautiful hold-ups with sexy lace. Shaping
tights from our BODY CARE collection
can be purchased starting from $3.20 USD
up to $6.20 USD” for a style that has waist
and belling slimming properties, according
to Krzysztof Gernand, senior export manager. “FiORE has one of the widest collections of patterned tights and stocking in
Europe. For sure every client will find
something that is interesting from our offer.
Patterned tights from our seasonal collec-

tion start from $3.00 USD up to $13.70
USD for the exclusive tights with lace top.”
“At this point we don’t sell through retail
channels to [the] USA. Our online retail
store is mainly focused on Europe,” he continued, listing Duskphan LLC, Dress To
Kill and Sensuous Legs as examples of current customers.
“FiORE sells its products in over 70 countries,” added owner Konrad Gernand.
“Thanks to an extensive network of partners, we can quickly reach anywhere in the
world.”
Brand manager Agnieszka Mantusz
explained that the tights in the BODY
CARE line are “designed to discreetly
model and emphasize what is best in about
woman’s figure.” The extensive collection
“includes models that support blood circulation, prevent swelling and pressure, and
shape your belly, thighs, hips and buttocks.
Having in mind the care and support of the
future mothers we have created a supportive pregnancy tights [group] which maintains the tummy and at the same time,
reduces the strain on the spinal column,
giving a relief and stability in this very
important moment of their lives.”
Currently there is no U.S. distributor for
the company, but export manager Gernand
noted it is “very easy to order our products”
using the company’s internet platform,
which coupled with international couriers,
takes “3-4 days to deliver the order.” He
added that, “Thanks to this solution we are
capable of selling our products to small
boutiques, retail shops or big department
stores, wholesalers. Using our tool easyfiore.com you can have a direct insight in our
current stocks so your orders can be planned
with precision and without any unnecessary
mailing or ordering processes. We hope to
find new clients and opportunities of cooperation. We really believe that the USA
market deserves the diversity of patterns,
quality and competitive prices of FiORE.”
To date the company has “participated in
several trade shows all around the world.
Last year we have been exhibiting in The
12th Shanghai International Hosiery
Purchasing Expo. What is more, over the
(Continued on page 19)
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(Continued from page 18)

past few years, FiORE has been exhibiting in Paris, Germany and England,”
said Gernand. Joining him at the New
York show will be project manager Ela
Nowakowska.
In all, FiORE, which is controlled by
three partners, Konrad Gernand, Jerzy
Biernacki and Włodzimierz Tomas,
employs “150 people, including engineers,
production managers and, most importantly, skilled and experienced craftsmen
and designers,” according to the owner.
The export manager can be contacted at
krzysztof.gernand@fiore.pl. — NM

altitude adding exhibitors

The Altitude Intimates show, scheduled for
April 17 through 19, 2018 has been steadily
building an impressive list of exhibitors.
The event at the Paris Hotel in Las Vegas
had, as of late December, “almost 50 confirmed exhibitors with this number expected to climb,” according to an event press
release. In addition it noted, “with as many
as 1000 buyers expected to attend, this will

be the show of the season.” At the Paris
Ballroom “with over 80,000 square feet of
exhibition room, buyers can expect the best
products and services to meet all their
needs.”
A fashion show will be presented during
the show on April 17th, followed that night
with a poolside cocktail party from 7pm to
midnight that will include “hot food and a
live DJ.” According to the event it has
“ensured only the best amenities and accom-
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modations for attending buyers and exhibitors and has negotiated extremely competitive hotel rates as well as a decadent
breakfast and lunch offering. Find the registration for the show at www.altitudeshow.com or contact Alanah Bushfield at
(615) 924-4822 or email info@altitudeshow.com.
An exhibitor list of lingerie, apparel, costume and adult product producers provide
by the show includes: Ajour, Allure,
Coquette, Direct Advantage, Dreamgirl,
Eldorado, Electric Eel, Elegant Moments,
Ellie Shoes, Entrenue, Escante, Fantasy
Lingerie, Fashion Forms, Great Deals, G
World, Holiday Products, Hoss
International, iCollection, J.Valentine,
Kixies Thigh Highs, Leg Avenue, Magic
Silk, Mapale, MD Science Lab, Music
Legs, Neva Nude, Oh La La Cherie,
Pastease, Patrice Cantanzaro, Popsi
Lingerie, Rockstar Wigs, Roma Costumes,
Seven ‘til Midnight, Shame, Shibari Wands,
Shirley of Hollywood, Smiffy’s, Spartacus,
Sportsheets, Satisfyer, Starline, Tyes by
Tara, Uberlube, Western Fashions,
B
Williams Trading, Xgen.
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retail profile: jolie jolie
Q&A with Josephine Zagarella, owner

Ted Vayos, BODY: Where
is this store located?
Josephine Zagarella, Jolie
Jolie: Jolie Jolie is located
in Buffalo, NY in the heart
of the Elmwood Village,
a unique walkable urban
setting lined with speciality boutiques, restaurants
and gastropubs. Elmwood
Avenue boasts a blend of
new and old architecture
and features some of the
top modern art museums
in the world. It has a fun
modern city vibe.
Ted: When did you open
this business?
Josephine: Friday, October 13, 2017. I’m of Italian
heritage so I picked this
day, as in Italy the number
13 is considered lucky.
Ted: What does your store
look like?
Josephine:
Inspired by
boutiques in Italy and
France, simplistic, and yet
feminine. Jolie Jolie maintained the Victorian feel
with inlayed hardwood
floors, hand painted fit-
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ting rooms, along with
hand crafted curtains and
french style furnishings.
Fresh flowers and champagne scented candles are
a stable. A color palette of
soft pink with white and
silver accents lends itself to
relaxing and fun shopping
environment. We also like
to serve champagne in the
evenings and weekends.
Cheers!
Ted: Why did you choose
to open a business in this
area?
Josephine: Buffalo is experiencing a Renaissance
and I saw a need
to provide women of all shapes,
and sizes a place
to shop for quality designer intimates, that fit,
flatter and can
accommodate
every
budget.
Having traveled
throughout Europe I wanted
my hometown of
Buffalo to have a
European shop-
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ping experience.
We selected and
curated
brands
from Italy (Cosabella),
France
(Chantelle, Addiction), England
(Lepel) to name
a few. We provide
individual style
consulting
and
fittings. We also
carry the German brand Anita
post mastectomy
and
maternity
bras. Our staff is
comprised of ambitious intelligent
global women who strive
to empower other women
by making them comfortable and confident from
the first layer that they put
on. Intimates are a way to
differentiate yourself. They
are the first thing you put
on in the morning, it really sets the tune for the
day. When you look your
best, you feel your best, you
stand a little straighter and
exude confidence.

business?

Ted: What surrounding
businesses will assist your

Ted: Do you have an online retail business?

Key Brands
Addiction
Anita
Cosabella
Chantelle
Felina
Lepel
Paramour
Timpa

Josephine: While we believe in focusing on intimates and loungewear, we
often try to do collaborations with other surrounding boutiques that offer
services that compliment
ours, such as skin care
and clothing. Each of the
neighborhood boutiques
offers something different,
we have a lot fun referring customers and helping them find that perfect
something.
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Josephine: We do not at
this time, but we are exploring this option as we
grow and evolve.
Ted: Please include a physical description and a list of
the key product categories.
Josephine: LoungewearCosabella: Alessandra line
of loungewear, soft, lightweight, we find that many
of our clients love wearing
these when they’re working from home or running errands. Addiction,
Robes, leggings, chemises,
camisole dresses, trapeze
and t-shirt tops. silky soft,
breathable and very feminine. Bras- Bralettes, Bras,
wide range of sizes and
styles. We make every effort
to accommodate women of
all shapes and sizes. We
also, feature limited edition
pieces. Sleepwear, outerwear, bodysuits, leggings,
trouser pants, camisoles,
turtleneck shirts. Panties, highcut briefs, briefs,
bikini, thongs. Hosiery:
Le Bourget- Thigh highs,
tights and leggings.
Ted: What makes your
store special?
Josephine: One of my favorite things to do the
minute I arrive in Italy or
France is to go shopping.
Over the years I’ve established relationships with
various boutique owners,
they take the time to make
sure I’m properly fitted;
they select styles that I
normally wouldn’t wear. I
appreciate when someone
takes the time to make sure
I’m enjoying my shopping
experience. At Jolie Jolie I
want my clients to get the
same European hospitality.
We don’t believe in pressuring our customers to make
purchases, we want them
to feel confident they made

right the decision.
It’s about building long term relationships, not
the quick sale. I
rarely shop online,
I find it impersonal and often
times it doesn’t fit
or look like what I
saw in the picture.
I think it builds a
sense of community when you interact with small
business owners.
They’re the backbone of city and
what makes each
community unique. Jolie
Jolie provides individualized style consultations,
and fittings. A customer
profile is created, we record
their size and style preferences. In addition customers can create personalized
wishlists. We want them to
feel valued. This has been
especially useful when
someone wants to surprise
their loved ones.
Ted: How is your store different from other retail experiences?
Josephine: Jolie Jolie is
driven by customer satisfaction. We want to make
every person that walks
through our doors to feel
confident that they have
purchased a quality garment that flatters their
shape and curves. We want
them to look and feel beautiful. All our products are
sourced from great companies that are known for the
quality of their designs and
textiles.
Ted: What do you look for
in a brand?
Josephine: Style, functionality and quality. I’m quite
keen on classic, but sexy
silhouettes. I describe my
style as classic with a bit of
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an edge. I’m not afraid to
mix leather and lace. I like
to push the envelope a bit.
I think my style is reflected
in my choice of garments
for Jolie Jolie. We offer
the classic essentials along
with specialty pieces. It’s
important to have fun.
Ted: List some of the
brands that are important
to your store.
Josephine: Carrying Cosabella was one of the best
decisions that I made, I
love their color palate,
styles. Chantelle and Addiction have also been outstanding. I can’t say enough
good things about all the
brands I carry. Timpa has
been wonderful for our
small busted customers,
while Felina and Paramour
have been favorites of our
curvier clients.
Ted: Where do you like to
shop for your merchandise?
Josephine: I became familiar with most of my brands
shopping in Europe but
generally speaking Curve,
New York has been the
best resource.
Ted: Describe popular
styles or trends you plan to
offer consumers?

Josephine: I’m thinking
about adding a bit more
outerwear and accessories.
Ted: Describe your price
points and size ranges.
Josephine: $50 - $100 for
bras, $16 - $50 for panties,
$50 - $150 Lounge-wear,
Small Siizes from 30A to
extended sizes of 42HH.
Ted: Describe your customer base.
Josephine: Female, all ages,
all sizes. The Elmwood village is comprised young
professionals it really is a
great neighborhood and
and even better place to
shop.
Ted: How do you market
your retail business?
Josephine: Social Media
like Instagram and Facebook have been instrumental. Local news papers
have been amazing, such as
Step Out Buffalo and Buffalo Rising in particular
seem to draw in the most
clicks. We’ve been able to
get very creative with our
photographs and customers love to send us pictures
of them wearing our garments.
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retail profile: rêve rouge lingerie
Q&A with Liliana Mann, Owner

concept. Along with our
brick and mortar store, we
also launched our online
shop reverouge.ca
Ted: What makes your
store special?

Ted Vayos, BODY: Please
tell us about your new
intimate apparel specialty
store.
Liliana Mann, rêve rouge:
After twenty years in the
lingerie industry, I felt the
time was right to spin-off
a young, hipper version of
our upscale chain of lingerie stores Linea Intima.
We tested the waters in
our Bayview Village Linea Intima shop and found
that not only was this type
of merchandise desired by
younger shoppers, but also
that a totally different environment and
presentation was
necessary to appeal to them.” Et
voilà! In June of
2017 we opened
rêve rouge. The
French
handle means ‘red
dream’, linking
the colour of
passion, strength
and
vibrance,
characteristics at
the core of rêve
rouge and its tagline for the love
of me, with my
dream of launching this new
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Liliana: rêve rouge caters
to a new mindset. It offers
young lingerie shoppers
fashion more than function. It has a fun youthful
vibe and a relaxed personalized level of expertise and service not often
found at mass-market
retailers. It’s a shopping
experience that fuels the
excitement of finding
‘hidden gems’, offering a
sense of discovery. A big
percentage of the brands
are new to the Canadian
customer. rêve rouge is
about fashion, self expression through personal
style, plus accepting and
loving yourself.
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Ted: What do you look
for in a brand?

Lilianna: I look for…
uniqueness, quality, simplicity. I look for lines
that have a vision for
who their customer is and
thus, offer our customer a
curated choice, that is different, and it will encourage her to come back for
more.
Ted: List some of the
brands that are important
to your store.
Liliana: There are so
many: among them Else
from Turkey, Juana de
Arco from Argentina,
Bleu Bella from England,
fortnight from Canada,
commando and Eberjey
from US, Cosabella from
Italy....I can go on but I
do not want to share all
my secrets!

Key Brands
Bleu Bella
Commando
Cosabella
Eberjey
Else
Fortnight
Juana de Arco

Ted: Where do you like to
shop for your merchandise?
Lilianna: Paris, New York
and of course, on line.
Ted: Have any brands disappointed you? How?
Lilianna: Not really, we
did so much research and
we knew exactly what we
were looking for.
Ted: What could these
companies do to improve?
Lilianna: Continue to be
fresh and listen
to their customers.
Ted: Have you
brought
any
new products
or brands into
your store recently?
Lilianna: All
the time, there
is no resting,
the key to success is reinventing yourself all
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the time.

love of lingerie.
Although we have
many “young at
heart” customers
that embrace rêve
rouge and its vibe
as their preferred
store.

Ted: Do you
carry
other
products?
Lilianna:
course.

Of

Ted: Describe
the
popular
styles or trends
in your store.
Lilianna: The
styles that are
trending now
are the wirefree, unfussy
styles that focus less on shaping and
enhancing and more on
comfort and body empowerment. More and
more, natural female
shapes are celebrated as
sexy and beautiful - just as
they are; spawning a new
level of self-acceptance
that sees women of all
ages choosing lingerie to
wear for their own pleasure. Wearing innerwear
as outerwear is now the
norm!
Ted:
Describe
your price points
and size ranges.

Ted: What type
of marketing have
you found to be
the most effective
in launching your
new location?

Ted: What is your typical
or average customer size?
Have you noticed any
specific sizing changes
from 2017 to 2018?
Judy: The sizes we carry
range from 30-A to 36-F
and XS – L.
There’s a fresh new approach to lingerie shopping happening – on a
number of levels. Women
are shedding the notion
that breasts need artificial

Lilianna: Our
average
price
point is $100,
but we are always looking for
new and exciting
brands and are
not limited that
price range when
introducing new
products.
We
carry sizes that
range from 30-A
to 36-F and XS
– L.

Lilianna:
rêve
rouge is targeted
to a younger audience that does not
padding and are embracing ‘barely there’ styles as respond to, or care much
well as raising the expec- about, “old fashioned” or
tation of comfort. It’s as traditional media marmuch or more about how keting. Even Facebook
lingerie feels than how it sometimes feels “passé “
fits. The ideal bra should to them. In their world it
feel like a favourite pair of is all about Instagram and
Stories and Boomerang
jeans.
and Pinterest. They care
Ted: Describe your cus- about authenticity, sharing and engagement and
tomer base.
identify with influencers,
Lilianna: Our store was bloggers and their friends!
The social media trend
originally developed to
cater to millennial’s, in re- of ‘lifestyle curating’ insponse to this generations’ spires people to make
more thoughtful
purchases. It’s a
less-is-more approach to buying
quality
lingerie with enticing ‘just-gottahaves’ that are
worth the spend.
Retailers need
to capture that
spirit in what
they buy and the
way they present
it. Think about
lingerie more as
a fashion accessory than functional apparel.
B
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vs december store comps -6%

Victoria’s Secret and Pink comparable store
sales in North America fell 6% in December
following a 4% drop in December
2016.

But when the direct business for
those brands is added in, the overall sales decline in December,
2017 was only 1%, indicating a
significant jump in online business.
“Growth in the beauty and Pink
business was more than offset by a
decline in lingerie,” explained
Amie Preston, chief investor relations officer, in remarks referring
to the two brands. “The merchandise margin rate was down significantly, driven by an increase in
promotional activity.”
Meanwhile, parent company L
Brands, Inc., which also owns Bath
& Body Works, La Senza and
Henri Bendel, reported combined
sales “of $2.516 billion for the five
weeks ended December 30, 2017,
an increase of 3 percent, compared
to net sales of $2.438 billion for
the five weeks ended December
31, 2016. Comparable sales
increased 1 percent for the five
weeks ended December 30, 2017.”
Looking at the first 11 months of its fiscal
year, “The company reported net sales of
$11.592 billion for the 48 weeks ended
December 30, 2017, compared to net sales of
$11.769 billion for the 48 weeks ended
December 31, 2016. Comparable sales
decreased 4 percent for the 48 weeks ended
December 30, 2017. For the 48 weeks ended
December 30, 2017, the exit of the swim and
apparel categories had a negative impact of
about 3 percentage points and 5 percentage
points to total company and Victoria’s Secret
comparable sales, respectively.”
“Before the effect of any significant onetime items, including the impact of tax reform
legislation, the company expects to report
fourth quarter earnings per share of about
$2.00, compared to its previous guidance of
$1.95 to $2.10.”
Through the first 11 months of the fiscal
year, Victoria’s Secret and Pink North

American comparable store sales are down
9%. Nevertheless, L Brands has slightly
increased its net lingerie store counts on this
continent. During the period between January
28, 2017 and December 30, 2017, in the U.S.,
L Brands opened five and closed nine
Victoria’s Secret stores, dropping the total to

China), dropping the total to 30; and opened
its first five full service Victoria’s Secret
stores, also in China.
Speaking about Victoria’s Secret and Pink,
Preston stated, “January will begin with a
continuation of our semi-annual sale. At the
end of the month we will focus on Valentine’s
Day.”
She added, referring to L Brands as
a whole, “we expect comps for the
total company in January to be up
low single digits.” — NM

van de velde sales +1%

994; opened eight and closed one Pink store
raising the total to 140; and opened one La
Senza shop, raising the total to 5. In other
words, a net gain of four stores in the U.S.
During the same period, in Canada, the company opened two Victoria’s Secret stores,
raising the total to 39; closed two Pink stores
dropping the total to seven; and opened one
and closed two La Senza store, dropping the
total to 121. In other words, a net one less
stores there.
Outside of North America, L Brands
expanded its intimates businesses more
aggressively during the year. During the period between January 28, 2017 and December
30, 2017, in the U.K. and Ireland, the company opened three Victoria’s Secret stores, raising the total to 18; opened two Pink stores in
the U.K., raising the total to five; opened two
and closed three Victoria’s Secret Beauty and
Accessories shops (all believed to be in
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Sales rose 1% in fiscal 2017 at
Belgium-based Van de Velde. The
company owns the Rigby & Peller
lingerie stores in the U.S., as well
as other retail chains around the
world, and the PrimaDonna, Marie
Jo and Andres Sarda wholesale
brands.
According to the company, in
2017, “Reported turnover grows
from €206.6m [about $254 million
at the current exchange rate] to
€208.7m [about $256 million]
(+1.0%). Reported turnover at constant exchange rates grows by
+1.8%. Comparable turnover
decreases from €206.8m to
€205.3m (-0.7%) as a result of currency effects. Comparable turnover
is stable at constant exchange rates.
Comparable turnover (at constant exchange
rates) decreases in wholesale by 0.3% and
increases in retail by 4.2%.”
B

fmmg advising
Advisor to
Cortland Foundations
in its recent acquisition by
Rago Foundations, LLC
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calendar
event & show dates 2018
2018
feb. 2-4

Trendz West
Bradenton Con. Ctr.
Palmetto, FL
(305) 718 4320
www.trendzshow.com

feb. 3-5

Dessous Wallau
Messecenter
Rhein-Main
Wallau, Germany
dessous.muveo.de

feb. 4-9

Intimate Apparel
Market Week

feb. 4-8

UK Spring Fair NEC
Birmingham, London
+44 (0) 20 7728 4267
springfair.com

feb. 10-13

Off Price
Sands Expo
Las Vegas, NV
(262) 782-1600
offpriceshow.com

feb. 11-12

London Edge
Business Design Centre
Upper Street, London
+44 (0) 116 289 8249
londonedge.com

feb. 11-14

SOURCING
Las Vegas
Convention Centers
Las Vegas, NV
ubmfashion.com
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feb. 12-14
Capsule

Sands Expo Center

Las Vegas NV
(212) 206-8310
capsuleshow.com

feb. 12-14

Curve Las Vegas
Las Vegas
Convention Centers
Las Vegas, NV
(212) 993-8585
eurovet.com

feb. 12-14

MAGIC
Las Vegas
Convention Centers
Las Vegas, NV
ubmfashion.com

feb. 12-14

Platform
Las Vegas
Convention Centers
Las Vegas, NV
ubmfashion.com

Las Vegas, NV
ubmfashion.com

feb. 12-14

The Collective
Mandalay Bay
Convention Center
Las Vegas, NV
ubmfashion.com

feb. 12-14

The Tents
Mandalay Bay
Convention Center
Las Vegas, NV
ubmfashion.com

feb. 12-15

WWIN
The Rio Hotel
Las Vegas, NV
(702)-682-3475
wwinshow.com

feb. 17-19

Wasche und Mehr
Dortmund, Germany
+49 221 99 22 390
waescheundmehr.de

feb. 18-20

feb. 21-22

feb. 18-20

feb. 25-27

INDX Show
Cranmore Park
Exhibition Centre
Solihull, UK
0121 713 4453
indxshow.co.uk
Moda UK Lingerie
& Swimwear
NEC Birmingham,
London, UK
+44 (0) 844 588 8084
www.moda-uk.co.uk

feb. 19-22

CPM Body & Beach
Expocentre Fairgrounds
Moscow, Russia
cpm-moscow.com

feb. 24-26
Capsule
Pier 94

New York, NY
(212) 206-8310
capsuleshow.com

Old Dominion
Fashion Exhibitors
Virginia Beach Resort
& Conference Center
800-468-2722
odfe.org

Supreme Body&Beach
MTC World of Fashion
Munich, Germany

munichfashioncompany.com

feb. 26-28

Coterie
Javits Center
Piers 92/94
New York, NY
ubmfashion.com

feb. 26-28

Moda
Javits Center
New York, NY

feb. 26-28
Fame

feb. 12-14

Project
Mandalay Bay

Convention Centers

Las Vegas, NV
ubmfashion.com

feb. 12-14

Pool
Mandalay Bay

Convention Centers

Las Vegas, NV
ubmfashion.com

feb. 12-14

Stitch
Mandalay Bay

Convention Centers
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Javits Center
New York, NY
ubmfashion.com

feb. 26-28

Curve New York
Jacob K. Javits
Convention Center
New York, N.Y.
(212) 993-8585
eurovet.com

march 27-28

Interfiliere
Hong Kong
Hong Kong Convention
& Exibition Centre
852 2815 0667
eurovet.com

march 7-9

Gift Show
Atlanta Mart
Atlanta, GA
(404)-220-3000
americasmart.com

march 11-14

ASD Show
Las Vegas Con. Center
Las Vegas, Nevada
(800) 421-4511
asdonline.com

march 12-14

The New International
Lingerie Show
Westgate Las Vegas
Resort and Casino

Las Vegas NV
(704) 662-8793

march 18-20

National Bridal Market
Chicago, IL
(312) 527-4141
nationalbridalmarket.com

march 21-24

Dallas Market Center
2100 Stemmons
Freeway, Dallas, Texas
(214) 744-7444

dallasmarketcenter.com

april 7-10

Stylemax Spring
Chicago, IL
The Merchandise mart
(312) 527-7750
stylemaxonline.com

april 10-12

Vows
Atlanta Mart
Atlanta, GA
(404)-220-3000
americasmart.com

april 15-17

FMNC Show
San Meteo, CA
(415) 328-1221

fashionmarketnorcal.com

april 15-17

The Knot Couture
Metropolitan Pavilion
125 West 18th Street
New York, NY 10011
(212) 515-3563
coutureshow.com

april 15-18

Neac Show
Royal Plaza Trade
Center & Hotel
Mariboro, MA
(781) 326-9223
neacshow.com

april 17-19

Altitude Intimates
Paris Las Vegas
Hotel & Casino
Las Vegas, Nev.
(615) 924-4822
www.altitudeshow.com

april 18-19

Old Dominion
Fashion Exhibitors
Virginia Beach Resort
& Conference Center
800-468-2722
odfe.org

april 19-21

China International
Brand Underwear Fair
Shenzhen Convention
& Exhibition Center
Shenzhen, China
siuf.com

april 21-23

Trendz
Palm Beach County
Convention Center
Palm Beach, FL
(305) 718-4320
trendzshow.com

april 29 - may 4
Intimate Apparel
Market Week

may. 2-4

Trendz West
Bradenton Area
Convention Center
One Haben Boulevard
Palmetto, FL
(305) 718-4320
trendzshow.com

may 3-6

Michigan International
Women's Show
(800) 849-0248
southernshows.com/wde

may. tba

Accessories the Show
Javits Center
New York, NY
ubmfashion.com

may tba

Moda
Javits Center
New York, NY
ubmfashion.com

may. tba

Fame
Javits Center
New York, NY
ubmfashion.com

(415) 328-1221

may. tba

Accessories Circuit
Javits Center
New York, NY
ubmfashion.com

may. tba

Intermezzo Collection
Javits Center
New York, NY
ubmfashion.com

may 23-25

Licensing Expo
Mandalay Bay
Convention Center
Las Vegas, Nev.
(888) 644-2022
licensingexpo.com

june 6-9

Dallas Market Center
2100 Stemmons
Freeway, Dallas, Texas
(214) 744-7444
dallasmarketcenter.com

june tba

Pool
Javits Center
New York, NY
ubmfashion.com

june 17-19

Neac Show
Royal Plaza Trade
Center & Hotel
Mariboro, MA
(781) 326-9223
neacshow.com

june 20-21

Old Dominion
Fashion Exhibitors
Virginia Beach Resort
& Conference Center
800-468-2722
odfe.org

june 24-26

FMNC Show
San Meteo, CA

fashionmarketnorcal.com

july 7-9

Interfiliere Paris
Porte De Versailles,
Paris, France
+33(0)1 47 56 32 32
eurovet.com

july 7-9

Mode City
Porte De Versailles,
Paris, France
+33(0)1 47 56 32 32
eurovet.com

july 7-9

Sportiv'
Porte De Versailles,
Paris, France
+33(0)1 47 56 32 32
eurovet.com

july tba

Swim Collective
Hyatt Regency
Huntington Beach
Resort, California
swimcollective.com

july 10-17

Gift Show
Atlanta Mart
Atlanta, GA
(404)-220-3000
americasmart.com

july tba

MRket
Javits Center
New York, NY
(212) 686-4412
ubmfashion.com

july tba

Project
Jacob Javits Center
New York, NY
ubmfashion.com

july tba

Capsule Men's

Not responsible for errors. Please check dates with shows before making plans. Got an intimate apparel industry event, and want to let people know? Send us the information for consideration in an upcoming calendar.
Please include a contact phone number, email and web address, if available. Send all submissions ATTN: BODY Calendar, 2826 Stillwell Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11224. Or, email Ted Vayos at Ted@bodymagazine.us.
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paramour •

maternity

(412) 841-7216 RobG@felinausa.com

rago

• (718) 728-8436 • info@ragoshapewear.com

shapewear

shapeez •

(877) 360-8426

•
STACIB@SHAPEEZ.COM

euroskins •
(800) 222-0026 • VP@EUROSKINS.COM

tc shapewear BY cupid •
(404) 625-5215 • ecrawford@cshape.com

fitatti

• 323.583.7737 x 110 • NICOLE@FITATTI.COM

retail profile: levana bratique
Q&A with Judy P. Masucci, Ph.D.
offer the best
lift and support that any
woman
can
find. Levana
is also the Roman Goddess
of Childbirth,
which
connects
nicely
to our roots in
maternity and
nursing items.

Ted Vayos, BODY: Please
tell us about your intimate
apparel specialty store.
Judy P. Masucci, Levana
Bratique: Levana Bratique is a woman owned
and operated business.
We are the only independently owned store of our
kind in the greater Pittsburgh area!
Great bras are my passion!
After spending 9+ years
helping nursing moms to
find great bras, I decided
to close my maternity
business and open a business where I can help all
women to find great bras!
I have been an entrepreneur since 2007 when I
opened my first business,
A Mother’s Boutique®.
This business started out
as a nursingwear shop and
gradually morphed into
the largest selection of
nursing bras in the greater Pittsburgh area. As
time went on, I decided I
wanted to help all wom-
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en, not just new moms, to
find great bras. From this
desire, Levana Bratique
was born.
Levana Bratique carries
bras for every woman and
specializes in hard to find
sizes. Underwire bras, soft
cup bras, sports bras, sexy
bras, nursing bras - you
name it - if you are looking for it, chances are we
have it!
We carry bras in sizes
ranging from 28-60 bands
and A to W
cups - so when
we say we have
something for
everyone, we
aren’t kidding!

Levana Bratique is located in Wexford, PA, just
north of Pittsburgh. We
are open 7 days a week
and we also have a great
website (LevanaBratique.
com) which highlights
most of the items that
can be found in our retail
store. We specialize in
great bras, but also carry
underwear,
shapewear
and accessories. We carry
bras all year long and offer bra-sized swimwear
by special event in the
Spring each year.

Key Brands

Anita
Bella Materna
Betsey Johnson
Dynashape Intima
Cake
Elomi
Ewa Michalak
Freya
Panache
Triumph
Saxx
Ted: What makes your
store special?
Judy: Levana Bratique
is unique because of our
great selection and service.
We want every
woman to find her perfect match and we don’t
settle for “good enough.”
While we specialize in
hard to find sizes (34Q
anyone?), we also carry all

It’s all in the
name!
Our
name
has
great
meaning - Levana
-from the latin
levare - means
“to lift” - and
we’ve made it
our mission to
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of the common sizes too.
Not only is our selection
“wide” as in lots of sizes,
it’s also “deep” and we offer a great variety in every
size. From pretty to plain,
functional to frivolous we have something for
every woman.
Ted: What do you look for
in a brand?
Judy: We are always on the
lookout for great bras that
fit and flatter. We look for
items that fit a particular
need and do it well. One
bra can’t be everything to
everyone - so we make
sure that we have a variety
of styles, price points and
functionality. We have
nursing bras, regular bras,
sports bras, strapless bras,
long line bras, pocket bras,
and swim bras.
Ted: List some of the
brands that are important
to your store.
Judy: While we carry
many many different bras,
our favorites are Ewa Michalak, Freya, and Elomi.
Ewa Michalak makes
beautiful bras in over

200 different
sizes. They are
hand-made in
Poland and we
are one of only
5 stores in the
USA that carry
them. When
we introduce a
women to Ewa
bras, she rarely
goes back to
wearing anything else.
Some of our
favorite
bras
for
younger
women are from Freya Freya makes everything
from an everyday t-shirt
bra to a sexy little number
that makes you look like
you’ve wrapped yourself
up as a gift. Freya specializes in small bands and
larger cups and is a favorite of most of our customers.
Elomi is our favorite fullfigure brand. Women everywhere love Elomi. Full
coverage, full support Elomi never disappoints.
Ted: Where do you like to
shop for your merchandise?

Judy: I love to attend the
Curve Show in NYC. It’s
great to see my existing
vendors and to meet new
ones too. I also scour the
web for brands that might
fill a need for my store. I
also love to run ideas by
my Lingerie Retailer Support Group on Facebook it is a group of store owners who get together to
help each other out. I’ve
gotten feedback on several new brands from that
group.
Ted: Have any brands disappointed you? How?
Judy: I have been disappointed in a few brands.
Usually what
disappoints me
the most is poor
service
and
bras that don’t
run consistently. Service is
most important
though - I want
to work with
brands that value me and that
stand behind
their products.
Ted:
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What

could these companies do
to improve?
Judy: Customer service is
key - I tend to buy more
from brands that make me
feel like they care about
me and my success.
Ted: Have you brought
any new products or
brands into your store recently?
Judy:
Yes, I recently
started carrying Triumph
Bras - they specialize in
smaller cups and provide
some unique designs for
my smaller ladies.
I have also recently
brought in SAXX underwear for men as an “impulse buy” for the women
who shop at my store.
They say that women feel
better spending money on
themselves when they can
treat the man in their life
too - so we decided give
SAXX a try.
Ted: Do you carry other
products?
Judy: Yes, I carry over
50 different brands. My
other favorites include
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Panache, Betsey Johnson,
Bella Materna, Cake Lingerie, Dynashape Intima
and Anita.
Ted: Describe the popular styles or trends in your
store.
Judy: Most of the women who shop at my store
want great basics. Something that they can wear
under everything and that
makes them look and feel
great. They also want
something fun. Something in a fun color or
with a fun design. We
try to make sure we have
great every day bras, and
fun bras that fit and flatter too.
Ted: Describe your price
points and size ranges.
Judy: Our average bra is
in the $65-70 range. We
try to carry something for
every budget, so we have
nursing bras starting as
low as $19 and regular
bras starting as low as
$25. We don’t carry too
many of the really expensive bras. Most of
our customers want great
value for their purchase,
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so while they don’t mind
spending money on a good
bra, it’s hard to justify one
that costs $150 when
there are so many others
to choose from. Most of
our bras fall in the middle
at $65-70. We do have a
few specialty bras that are
above $100, but the great
majority are $79 and less.
Ted: What is your typical
or average customer size?
Judy: Our most popular
sizes are 36-38 DD-F.
Ted: What does your average customer spend per
visit to your store?
Judy: The average customer spends between
$100-150 when they visit
my store.
Ted: Describe your customer base.
Judy: Most of my customers are female, ages
25-55. Most are independent, working women
who have never had a bra
that properly fit them.
Most of them leave here
feeling like a new person.
I do have quite a few who
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bring in their
high
school
and collegeaged daughters
as well. And
while we don’t
get many, we
do have men
who shop with
us at all. We
pride ourselves
on helping everyone find the
bra that makes
them happy no matter what
their gender or
identity. Our
shop is an inclusive shop
that welcomes everyone
and makes everyone feel
welcome.
Ted: What has impacted
your business the most
over the past year?
Judy: Having reliable,
competent employees has
made such a difference in
my business and my quality of life. I have 3 part
time employees and they
each help to make my
business what it is today.
I also pay my employees a
living wage, so when they
are giving up time with
their families to work for
me, it is worth their time
- not only because they
love helping women but also because they are
getting paid what they
deserve. Knowing that
they are here, means that
I don’t always have to be
here - and knowing that
your business is taken care
of when you aren’t there is
worth it’s weight in gold.
Ted: What have you done
to draw attention to your
new business?

Judy: Last year I made 4
changes that seemed to
have the biggest impact
on my business.
1) I am open 7 days per
week. Being closed any
day means that customers
have to remember when
you are there. Knowing
we are here all the time,
makes our customers
know that they can rely
on us.
2) I am open late 3 days
per week. I used to only
have late hours 1 day per
week, which made it difficult for customers to
remember which day it
was. Now we are here late
during the week Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday
- so if it’s the middle of
the week, you can count
on us to be available after
you get out of work.
3) I hired a professional to
manage my social media.
It was more money than
I’d ever dreamed I would
pay for those services, but
it has been worth EVERY
PENNY.
4) I started advertising in
a local magazine. They
feature local families in
their magazine, so it tends
to have a higher readership than most print
magazines. I actually get
phone calls on a regular
basis from people who
have seen my ad there.
It is a very reliable way
to get my name out to
people who should know
about me.
These 4 things have really
made a tremendous difference in my business.
B
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fiore •

hosiery

MARKETING@FIORE.PL

interview:

Dennis Chen Discusses The Changes At NuBra

In this advertorial interview, NuBra
brand manager Dennis Chen discussed
the many ways his company’s creations
provide effective alternatives to the
traditional bra..

TELL US HOW YOU CREATED
THE BACKLESS, STRAPLESS
ADHESIVE BRA BACK IN 2002.

CHEN: We’re incredibly excited for
2018. First and foremost, we have
an entirely new look. We have new
branding, a new logo, stylish packaging as well as a fantastic new ecommerce website.
WHAT WAS THE THINKING
BEHIND THE NEW LOOK?

CHEN: The modern bra was
invented about 1914, and basically its format hasn’t changed
since. Our original NuBra was
‘square one’ thinking and was
created to satisfy a specific
need. It was designed to give
women the support, freedom,
comfort and confidence of a
regular bra, without the nasty
pinching, binding straps or
back-fat bulges.

YOU’RE CONSTANTLY INNOVATING. WHAT’S NEXT?
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WHAT DO YOU SEE AS SOME
OF THE CATEGORY
CHALLENGES?
CHEN: The biggest problem is
from cheap knock-off brands.
We see an influx every day of
poorly-made products that
either claim to be us, or just
copy us outright. It’s not only
bad for our industry, but also
bad for the consumer. It affects
everyone because it erodes
confidence in adhesive bras.

THERE ARE OTHER
STRAPLESS BRAS. WHAT
MAKES NUBRA PRODUCTS BETTER?
CHEN: First, we’re handmade
right here in California, so
quality is incredibly important.
Plus, our adhesive is medicalgrade which ensures that it’s
safe and comfortable. We hold
multiple patents to ensure that our
customers get the best quality products. And lastly, unlike other products, the fact that our bra cups are
two separate pieces gives the wearer
complete control over their look.
We like to say it provides altitude
and amplitude, which is a fun way of
saying that it gives the wearer lift or
“oomph!”

CHEN: Everything we’ve initiated as
far as branding and product innovation has been designed to support our
partners. Our goals are to reaffirm
our leadership status, reinforce our
quality and value proposition to
our consumers, and boost sales by
increasing consumer demand.

IS THE BACKLESS
STRAPLESS BRA SALES
CYCLE DIFFERENT?

CHEN: The goal was to have the
logo and the new package better
reflect the high quality of the brand.
Our new package is stylish, elegant
and has a premium look and feel. We
also wanted to have brand uniformity
across all of our products, which will
result in better brand identification
and familiarity to our customers.
HOW ARE YOU SUPPORTING YOUR SALES REPS AND
TRADE PARTNERS?
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CHEN: Up until now, there
have been very predictable
sales cycles for strapless,
backless bras with peaks
around the warmer months
and wedding season. We are
implementing exciting new strategies
to ensure greater year-round sales.
ANY PREDICTIONS FOR 2018?
CHEN: I think it’s going to be a
great year for us, to be honest. Last
year we celebrated our 15th anniversary and we’re incredibly proud of
our legacy. We’re constantly evolving, developing new patents and
new designs, and always thinking of
innovative ways to deliver comfort
B
and support.
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fit fully yours

lingerie

· (888) 544-6190 X 226 · paul@ffygarment.com

exquisite form • (514) 858-9254 X 224 • SBRONK@BLINTIMATES.COM

escanté

· (800) 888-1321 • escante@escante.net

undress code

· kacper@undress-code.com ·
+48 793 193 278

nubra

• (909) 598-8808 • daren@bragel.com

pandora's closet

• pandorasclosetdesigns@gmail.com

patrice catanzaro

·
commercial@patricecatanzaro.info

valens lingerie

• (888) 982-8949 • info@valenslingerie.com

daisy corset • (314) 587-9218 • SALES@DAISYCORSETS.COM

velvette

• info@velvette.fr

jezebel

• (412) 841-7216 RobG@felinausa.com

music legs, (888)-507-5347 • sales@musiclegs.com

with love lingerie

· withlove@withlovelingeriexoxo.com

luminoglow
• +61 427 537 879 • jan@luminoglow.com

impudique · charlotte catanzaro ·
commercial@impudiquedecatanzaro.com

·

00 33 (0) 491 091 470

mod

FROM

parfait

· (562) 213-0604 · sales@parfaitlingerie.com

dominique • (800) 664-5447 • INFO@DOMINIQUEAPPAREL.COM

changewear •
(503) 777-2159 • sales@changewear.com

wood underwear •

men

(310) 339-4355 • Terresa@woodunderwear.com

